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Abstract
The posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) condition is a systemic neuroinflammatory state that emanates from a
failure to recover from traumatic occurrence(s). Major complications associated with PTSD include problems with
impulse control and issues related to verbal and physical outbursts of anger and rage. The Veteran’s
Administration (VA) projects a post–9/11 veteran population of around 3.5 million by 2019. Emotional problems
are prevalent among combat service members and veterans with about half of the group suffering from various
symptoms of PTSD. Three in four among them report they are reliving traumas in the form of flashbacks and
nightmares. Current mental health treatments have not fully remediated the negative impact that results from
PTSD. We present a case study of a novel and transformative treatment approach called Reconsolidation
Enhancement by Stimulation of Emotional Triggers (RESET) Therapy. The intervention uses binaural sound to
unlock the memory reconsolidation process, thereby releasing the emotional component of experienced trauma.
RESET Therapy offers a compelling therapeutic adjunct to the practicing biofeedback/neurofeedback clinician,
who is under constant pressure to deliver interventions that are rapid, tolerable, and cost-effective. Additionally,
the treatment spares the therapist from repeated exposures to the raw limbic activity of traumatized patients,
thereby minimizing the potential for vicarious traumatization.
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The included case study aims to introduce the
neurofeedback practitioner to a promising new
neurofeedback-based
intervention
called
Reconsolidation Enhancement by Stimulation of
Emotional Triggers (RESET) Therapy, a type of brief
nonverbal exposure therapy utilizing auditory
stimulation via an individually-intonated binaural
beat. We demonstrate the RESET procedure using
a case study involving a veteran volunteer who took
part in a larger pilot study (Lindenfeld, Rozelle,
Soutar, Hummer, & Sutherland, 2019).
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Background
Psychological trauma inflicts a shock to the central
nervous system that results in a reduction in
connectivity between limbic and cortical processes.
The varied consequences reverberate throughout
the brain over time depending upon the patient’s
previous history, physiological status, and the
ongoing social distress encountered.
Severe
anxiety and depression are likely to be concomitant
states which vary over time and circumstance,
reflected in hemispheric asymmetries.
The
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posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) condition is a
systemic neuroinflammatory disorder that emanates
from a failure among many human beings to recover
from traumatic occurrence(s). Inability to recover
from trauma can occur following the experience of
stress-induced “fight, flight, or freeze” event(s).
Unlike other mammalian species who can “shake it
off,” humans may lock recall of their adverse
experience into the long-term memory system of the
brain and body (Levine & Frederick, 1997).
Psychological symptoms of PTSD are accompanied
by a neuroinflammatory process in the brain and
body, where oxidative stress and excitotoxicity takes
an adverse toll over time (Soutar, Hopson, & Longo,
2016; Bam et al., 2016). Soutar et al. (2016)
outlined successive stages of the oxidative stress
process and its adverse effects upon brain activation
patterns as depicted via a series of quantitative
electroencephalograms (qEEGs).
Patients with
PTSD vary in their stage of the stress response, as
reflected in their brain physiology (Soares, Marques,
Magalhães, Santos, & Sousa, 2014). Any effort to
oversimply PTSD by looking for a singular qEEG
brainwave “signature” misses the condition’s
variability point, as it reflects a failure to grasp the
dynamic and degrading nature of the stress
response syndrome over time.
Presently, there is no single unified or
encompassing model of PTSD. It is generally
accepted, however, that individuals with chronic
PTSD encounter difficulties in the regulation of
attention and arousal, self or other emotional
awareness, and social–emotional processing.
These processes depend upon the functional
integrity of large-scale brain networks encompassing
cortical, subcortical, and brainstem structures.
We begin the article by summarizing some of the
current neuroscience understanding of PTSD,
followed by a limited review of psychological,
biofeedback,
and
neurofeedback
research
addressing the treatment of PTSD. We present a
heuristic neuronal model of PTSD to provide
testable hypotheses for the clinician using the
RESET method, and then present our case study of
a veteran successfully treated with RESET to
demonstrate the method and how it can be
replicated via future research.
Remediation of PTSD
Remediation of PTSD is an ongoing topic of
discussion among many mental health practitioners
because we have been unable to restore the
impacted individual to a full state of prior functioning.
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While advised by leading governmental agencies
such as the National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) in the use of frontline therapies, we are still
seemingly not able to meet the demand of those
most impacted by the condition. As noted in the
NIMH (2019) description of treatments for PTSD, the
primary interventions discussed are talk based
psychotherapy, medications, or both. With the
Veteran’s Administration (VA) projecting numbers in
the millions of those affected by PTSD, (Tanielian &
Jaycox, 2008) finding better answers to enable
mental health professionals to restore those altered
by PTSD are critical.
A recent letter to the editor Krystal et al. (2017)
reported a 2017 consensus statement of the PTSD
Psychopharmacology Working Group. They advise
that “there seems to be no visible horizon for
advancements in medications that treat symptoms or
enhance outcomes in persons with a diagnosis of
PTSD” (p. e51). A follow-up letter by another group
of researchers, Lipov, Tukan, and Candido (2018),
comments that “with only 50% of veterans seeking
care and a 40% recovery rate, current strategies will
effectively reach no more than 20% of all veterans
who need PTSD treatment” (p. e17).
Neuroscience Underpinnings
Rauch, Shin, and Phelps (2006) outlined a
neurocircuitry model of PTSD that emphasizes the
role of the amygdala, as well as its interactions with
the ventral/medial prefrontal cortex including but not
limited to the anterior cingulate, prefrontal cortex,
orbitofrontal cortex, and hippocampus. Rauch et al.
(2006) proposes a diathesis–stress model involving
a fear-conditioning process that could include any
possible
combination
of
amygdala
hyperresponsivity, ventromedial prefrontal cortex
deficiency, hippocampal deficiency, or exaggerated
sensitivity or susceptibility to the effects of stress.
They cite earlier fMRI studies that showed the right
amygdala hyperactivity and decreased left
prefrontal, Broca’s area activity. Brain imaging
research has tended to provide evidence that an
overactive right hemisphere is involved in persistent
posttraumatic stress (Engdahl et al., 2010; Engels et
al., 2007; Lanius, Frewen, Tursich, Jetly, &
McKinnon, 2015; Rauch et al., 2006). Underarousal
of the left prefrontal/frontal cortex has been
demonstrated in depression (Davidson & Hugdahl,
1996; Herrington et al., 2010).
Broca’s area
becomes underactive in psychological trauma,
speechless horror, followed by fragmentation of, or
lack of, verbal story or narrative as noted by van der
Kolk, McFarlane, and Weisaeth (1996).
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At least three large-scale brain networks—also
referred to as intrinsic connectivity networks—have
been implicated in psychiatric disorders, including
PTSD. These include the default mode network
(DMN), salience network, and central executive
control network (Lanius et al., 2015). Networks,
both large-scale and mesoscale, tend to be
bihemispheric (Laird et al., 2011). Network activity
has been established via functional neuroimaging
(e.g., fMRI) studies.
Resting-state conditions are observed through
changes in blood flow in the brain, assessed via the
blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal in
fMRI. Because the brain is always active even in
the absence of task involvement, any brain region
will have spontaneous fluctuations in the BOLD
signal. The resting state is used to assess the
brain’s functional organization connectivity or
communication level and to evaluate whether it is
altered in neurological and psychiatric conditions
(Sporns, 2010).
Functional connectivity lasting
seconds is reflected by varied brain region
intercommunication that share functional properties
and is an expression of network behavior underlying
high-level cognitive functions.
These networks
increase and decrease in activation in proportional
and antagonistic manners during the performances
of emotional and cognitive tasks.
Default Mode Network (DMN). The DMN involves
the anterior and posterior medial cortices and the
lateral parietal lobes, and it is most active when an
individual is in a waking, resting state. It activates
an internal focus, such as daydreaming, retrieving
autobiographical information, self-monitoring, inner
reflection upon one’s emotional state, imagining the
future, focus upon personal values and morals, and
theory of mind thinking about others, wondering
socially about the perceptions, feelings, and
motivations of others.
The default state
encompasses emotional reasoning, social judgment,
episodic memory recalling specific events in time,
and story comprehension understanding and
remembering a narrative. The DMN also focuses on
future goals and internally valued rewards.
The DMN has been hypothesized to be relevant to
disorders including Alzheimer’s disease, autism,
schizophrenia, depression, chronic pain, PTSD,
among other disorders (Menon, 2015; Sporns,
2010). Lower connectivity between brain regions
has been found across the DMN in persons with
long-term trauma such as childhood abuse or
neglect and disrupted attachment. In PTSD, lower
activation has been found in the posterior cingulate
104 | www.neuroregulation.org

gyrus, and in severe posttraumatic stress (PTS),
lower overall connectivity within the DMN. If the
DMN is altered, it changes the way one perceives
events, one’s social and moral reasoning, and
makes a person more susceptible to major
depression-like symptoms.
Salience Network. The salience (vigilance) network
(SN), which involves the dorsal anterior cingulate
and frontoinsular cortex, is involved in maintaining a
sustained state of alertness, involving the right
frontal and right parietal lobes. As opposed to the
narrow, task-focused attention of the left
hemisphere, the right hemisphere employs a
broader and more vigilant orientation to the
environmental, allowing rapid detection of the
location of a stimulus—especially an infrequent or
unexpected stimulus (Posner & Raichle, 1994;
McGilchrist, 2009), it plays a crucial role in salience
detection—directing behavior to the most pertinent
actions. The anterior insula of the SN is thought to
meditate the engagement of the central executive
network (CEN) and disengagement of the DMN, and
hence the dynamic interplay between the externally
and internally focused attention and cognitive–
affective processing.
Central Executive Network (CEN). The CEN
involves the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the
posterior parietal cortex. It is responsible for highlevel cognitive functions, notably the control of
attention and working memory.
It acts as a
controller that directs the engagement of other areas
that contribute sensory or conceptual content to
network operations. For example, coordination of
the prefrontal and posterior parietal areas channels
the flow of sensory and motor activity to prepare for
perceptual-motor processing which involves the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the posterior
parietal cortex; it is critical to verbal learning and
executive functioning (Bressler & Menon, 2010).
Lanius et al. (2015) reviewed experimental
neuroimaging research demonstrating disrupted
internetwork activity in PTSD, as opposed to healthy
controls. When given a working memory task,
healthy controls readily shifted to engage the CEN,
whereas the PTSD group showed difficulty shifting
out of DMN activity. By contrast, when the task
involved autobiographical memory retrieval, the
PTSD group showed decreased recruitment of DMN
networks, relative to healthy controls. Memories
recalled in first-person perspective elicited greater
medial temporal amygdala activity than third-person
perspective. Interestingly, the emotional intensity of
the memory was associated with increased frontal-
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parietal CEN activity in healthy controls but
decreased frontal-parietal activity within the CEN
among PTSD participants. There was a positive
correlation between dissociative experiences and
communication between the DMN and CEN in PTSD
patients.
While healthy controls engage the CEN on workingmemory tasks, PTSD subjects engage brain regions
irrelevant to the task, such as the DMN, engaging in
self-referential processes rather than outwardly
directed
task
behavior,
signaling
cognitive
dysfunction. Findings demonstrate that the ability to
engage and shift between task-relevant CEN and
task-irrelevant DMN brain networks during
processing tasks which are partly mediated by the
anterior insula is impaired in PTSD (Lanius et al.,
2015). A brain that is dysregulated from trauma
cannot recall, evaluate, explain, plan, or coordinate
complex cognitive and emotional processes (Soutar,
in press).

Synthesis of Findings
From the research above, we can synthesize the
following findings: the amygdala shows increased
activation, which translates to overactivation of the
fear circuit with exaggerated fight or flight
responses, in PTSD. The prefrontal cortex shows
decreased activation, which translates to weakening
the influence of the thinking or executive brain over
other areas or networks. The cingulate cortex
shows decreased
activation, translating to
decreasing emotional regulation. The insula may
show increased or decreased activation, reflecting
active versus numbing states experienced in the
body. The amygdala’s connections to the prefrontal
cortex are strong, whereas the prefrontal cortex’s
ability to inhibit the amygdala weakens in PTS.
In PTS, the amygdala’s influence upon connections
to the anterior cingulate cortex emotional regulation
system is strong, whereas the anterior cingulate
reciprocal connections to the amygdala are
weakened. The right prefrontal and frontal cortex
must increase in activation elevating amplitudes in
the beta, and high beta frequency ranges to exert
inhibitory control over the right amygdala. The
inhibitory aspect is a form of a compensatory
process (Merabet & Pascual-Leone, 2010)
characteristic
of
deregulated
self-organizing
neurobiological systems where timing has become
disrupted (Othmer, Othmer, & Kaiser, 1999) where
some brain areas are running too slowly, other brain
areas are running too rapidly—hence, brain too
slow; brain too fast. Similarly, the right parietal
105 | www.neuroregulation.org

cortex must increase its activation elevating
amplitudes in the beta, and high beta frequency
ranges to control the hyperaroused reticular
activating system (RAS) in the brainstem. The
delicate normal asymmetry pattern between the left
and right hemispheres is now reversed, whereas the
left hemisphere becomes underactive.
Swingle (2008) has noted a phenomenon called
alpha blocking in PTSD. Alpha amplitudes normally
increase by 30% to 60% when eyes are closed,
particularly in the occipital regions. Many PTSD
subjects do not show the expected normal pattern of
alpha amplitude increases in the eyes-closed
condition. They also tend to have lower than
average theta amplitudes in the occipital areas. The
phenomenon of alpha blocking has been largely
based on clinical observation and practice and may
require further empirical investigation.
Veterans with PTSD and TBI
About veterans with PTSD and traumatic brain injury
(TBI), Brenner (2011) reviewed neuroimaging and
neuropsychological data on veterans returning from
Iraq and Afghanistan.
Focusing specifically on
PTSD
research,
Brenner
concluded
that
neurobiological activation influences functioning. He
noted that chronic activation of, or alteration to,
structures in the limbic system and prefrontal cortex
is detrimental to long-term physical and mental wellbeing. Reduced hippocampal volume and other
premorbid neurobiological risk factors from exposure
to developmental and premilitary stressors
contribute to the development of combat-related
PTSD.

Hypothesis
We hypothesize that the PTSD condition is a
systemic neuroinflammatory disorder that emanates
from a failure among many human beings to recover
from traumatic occurrence(s). Inability to recover
from trauma can happen following the experience of
stress-induced fight, flight, or freeze event(s). As an
example of how other mammal species who can
shake it off, whereas humans may lock recall of their
adverse experience into the long-term memory
system of the brain and body, Levine and Frederick
(1997) inform us that “tigers don’t get ulcers”; thus
insinuating that the predator is not vulnerable to
stress as are humans.
We will proceed with clarification of different
elements of our hypothesis, beginning with the
systemic aspect of PTSD. By systemic, we mean
the impact of an adverse effect on multiple body
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organs and tissue, systemwide.
Next, we
specifically
discuss
the
neuroinflammatory
component that may be initiated in response to the
impact of stress. And finally, we will explain the
memory component within the context of the
reconsolidation process.
PTSD as a Systemic Disorder
Among Australians who served in Iraq or
Afghanistan, the estimate of those incurring PTSD is
16.5%. Those who served in Vietnam suffered a
lifetime incidence rate of 20.9% (McLeay et al.,
2017). Among these Australian veterans, many
experienced accompanying physical comorbidities,
including chronic disease (McLeay et al., 2017),
suggesting that PTSD should not be seen as a
mental condition but rather as a systemic disorder.
Other investigators (Mellon, Gautam, Hammamieh,
Jett, & Wolkowitz, 2018) found increased rates of
somatic comorbidities in those with PTSD in
comparison to those without it, including immune
dysfunction and cardiovascular disease.
Their
findings support the perspective that PTSD may be
a systemic condition.
They conclude with the
position that PTSD with its accompanying comorbid
conditions places affected individuals at increased
mental and physical health risk.
PTSD as a Neuroinflammatory Contributor
Microglia, comprising 10% of the central nervous
system (CNS) population, are the immune cells of
the CNS, which play essential roles in mediating
neuroinflammatory responses.
Their primary
function appears to be that of coordinating the
interaction between the immune system and the
brain. Unfortunately, their low turnover rate makes
them susceptible to the proinflammatory effects of
stress, injury, or age.
The extent of
neuroinflammation is dependent on the situation,
length of time, and the intensity of the trauma
effects. Chronic low‐level effects trail the acute
phase of trauma, leading to diminished neuronal
plasticity and accompanying impairment in cognitive
functioning. Increased degrees of the chronic effect
are associated with actual damage to the nervous
system that is target specific for neurodegenerative
diseases.
Chronic or traumatic stressors promote an increased
neuroinflammatory profile involving both microglia
and bone marrow‐derived macrophages. With the
activation of the above process, the immune system
is thought to relay information to the brain, which
consequently promotes prolonged anxiety‐like
behavior. Chronic stress appears to be associated
with impairment to intellectual abilities, accelerating
106 | www.neuroregulation.org

a decline in the effectiveness of cognitive abilities
(DiSabato, Quan, & Godbout, 2016).
A 2018 systematic review of literature explored the
possible association between PTSD and low-grade
inflammation. Speer, Upton, Semple, and McKune
(2018) found evidence for the presence of
inflammatory biomarkers that were elevated across
included studies in the varied PTSD groups but not
in the control groups.
A recent study found that enhanced inflammatory
processes across a wide range of psychiatric
diagnoses are thought to disrupt neurobiological
mechanisms that regulate cortical plasticity and
cognition suggesting that a cross-conditional
approach be considered for managing disrupted
cognition in psychiatric patients (Fourrier, Singhal, &
Baune, 2019).
Martone (2019) found a correlation between an
overactivated
immune
response
and
the
advancement of psychiatric symptoms. He notes
the presence of harmful effects on cognition and
behavior, whereas subduing inflammation can
considerably improve mood and sensorium.
Particular brain regions that trigger alarm and
arousal appear to be predominantly vulnerable to
the effects of inflammation.
Sumner et al. (2017) found PTSD to be associated
with heightened cardiovascular disease risk by
fostering a neuroinflammatory state. They suggest
that impaired endothelial function and increased
inflammation may serve as a pathway through which
chronic PTSD may increase a cardiovascular
disease risk factor.
As substantiated above, varied investigators are
increasingly exploring the long-term effects that
emerge due to trauma exposure (Miller, Lin, Wolf, &
Miller, 2018).
Many early-onset conditions are
noted, including dementia and other neurocognitive
disorders. Miller et al. (2018) report a strong
association of trauma activation with related
neurobiological pathways within the context of a
state of heightened physiological arousal. These
researchers
propose
that
the
molecular
consequences of the syndrome activate elevated
systemic levels of oxidative stress. The long-term
results of the induced chronic state include
accelerated cellular aging.
Ryder, Azcarate, and Choen (2018) conducted a
meta-analysis
focused
on
the
long-term
consequences of chronic PTSD. They found strong
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evidence for elevated risk of musculoskeletal,
metabolic, and cardiovascular conditions among
those with the PTSD condition. Earlier, Sumner et
al. (2017) explored the association between trauma
exposure, chronic PTSD, and biomarkers of
inflammation in middle-aged women in the Nurses’
Health Study II. Their results revealed an increase
in inflammation as well as impaired endothelial
function leading to the speculation that the
inflammation might be the vehicle through which
chronic PTSD may increase cardiovascular disease
risk.
There is little remaining doubt that PTSD impacts
selective organs in the body.
A large-scale
consortium study was conducted by the Psychiatric
Genomics
Consortium
(PGC)–Enhancing
Neuroimaging Genetics through Meta-Analysis
(ENIGMA) PTSD Working Group; the group
achieved the most extensive neuroimaging study of
PTSD to date analyzing data from 1,868 subjects
consisting of both PTSD and control group
participants.
Eight subcortical structures were
subjected to a standardized image analysis and
quality-control neuroimaging analysis. The results of
the meta-analysis revealed a smaller hippocampus
size in those participants with PTSD (Logue et al.,
2018).
Finally, a significant step is in place through the
development of a comprehensive PTSD Biomarker
Database (PTSDD) focused on fluid-based
biomarkers. Information was collected from over
100 PTSD-related articles ranging from 1997 to
2017.
For inclusion in the database, it was
necessary for the article authors to evaluate fluidbased biomarkers in humans comparing PTSD
patients to control populations. The goal of the
project is to investigate whether single biomarkers
such as cortisol may emerge as a systemic indicator
from at least 900 physiological markers to assist in
the early identification of those who will develop
PTSD (Domingo-Fernández et al., 2019).
There appears to be cumulative research producing
substantial evidence supporting our perspective that
PTSD creates a neuroinflammatory state within the
afflicted individual. It is likely that the long-term
effects contribute to delayed onset PTSD (Frueh,
Grubaugh, Yeager, & Magruder, 2009) as well as to
the differential found between combat veterans and
noncombat veterans in regards to the later
emergence of dementia in their functioning as they
attain an older age (Health, 2010).
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Memory Reconsolidation Process
Before the turn of the century (2000), it was thought
that memory was permanently stored in the mind in
an unalterable fashion. In truth, the hypothesis of
memory consolidation was proposed by Müller and
Pilzecker about 100 years ago, as cited in McGaugh
(2000). The first time a memory is permanently
stored in the brain, it is referred to as consolidation.
The stronger the memory, such as that which occurs
in a traumatic event, the more robust the storage
aspect will be.
After a trauma encounter, each time the memory is
brought into awareness, it then goes through a
reconsolidation process. We have found that such a
natural occurrence provides us with an opportunity
to alter what is to be restored and what emotional
aspect may be dropped out. Thus, parts of the
memory become briefly vulnerable to change during
the period before it reconsolidates or hardens into
long-term memory again. The primary brain region
associated with the reconsolidation process is the
hippocampus (Dudai, Karni, & Born, 2015). Our
specific goal in RESET Therapy is to sustain the
memory detail but erase the negative and traumatic
part of it so that it no longer adversely triggers the
patient. The individual still has the memory, but it
becomes something diminished in the distance and
will no longer be experienced as intrusive or
disrupting.
We consider RESET Therapy to be a transformative
approach wherein specified emotional aspects of the
traumatic memory are diminished or erased from
long-term memory. The extrinsic memory of the
event remains, but the intrinsic emotional aspect has
dropped out once the memory has reconsolidated
(Ecker, Ticic, & Hulley, 2012). We find that trauma
remediation is possible through brief disruption of
the memory reconsolidation process by a neuromodulated sound tuned in to resonate and target
with a particular trauma frequency (Lindenfeld &
Bruursema, 2015).
As elucidated by Ecker et al. (2012), we have based
our understanding of their working model of memory
reconsolidation related to their transformative
memory reconsolidation principles. We have found
that when selectively tuned in and a binaural sound
is correctly applied to maladaptive cortical circuitry,
disruption of memory reconsolidation occurs that
permits the brain to return to homeostatic norms.
We believe that our contribution to a working model
of brain plasticity allows the fine-tuning of new
protocols for the treatment of PTSD and other
treatment-resistant conditions (Lindenfeld & Rozelle,
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2015). Added to the use of a binaural sound
protocol is the conceptual model of neuronal
networks and how emotionally related circuits alter
the effects of trauma on the memory reconsolidation
process (Falconer et al., 2008).
Other therapies are being applied based on the
same model, such as the use of Propranolol for
disrupting memory reconsolidation of PTSD
symptoms (Giustino, Fitzgerald, & Maren, 2016). An
example of a verbally based therapy using
transformative principles is Rapid Resolution
Therapy (RRT; Harnes, 2010). Within the RRT
approach, the therapist seeks to emotionally elicit a
traumatic experience while concurrently creating a
positive experience, thereby resulting in a mismatch
phenomenon.
Changes produced through memory reconsolidation
interventions are long-lasting as noted by Monfils,
Cowansage,
Klann,
and
LeDoux
(2009).
Additionally, Beckers and Kindt (2017) noted that “...
a recurring theme will be how further basic research
and theoretical progress regarding the nature of
emotional memory and its modification will inform
the future of memory reconsolidation interference as
an effective intervention for emotional disorders” (p.
2).
We find that RESET Therapy accomplishes the
above-stated objectives without the necessity of
drug usage with its accompanying adverse side
effects (American Addiction Centers, 2019). Also,
because the intervention is nonverbal, it protects the
practitioner from exposure to raw limbic system
emotional material, thereby protecting the therapist
from the secondary effects of PTSD (Penix, Kim,
Wilk, & Adler, 2019).
Our review of the use of binaural sound or the use of
any sound for the remediation of PTSD
symptomology has found a sparsity of positive
results. Alternatively, the literature is replete with
instances of sound used primarily as a noxious
stimulus (Golkar, Tjaden, & Kindt, 2017; Schroyens,
Beckers, & Kindt, 2017). We have found that there
exists a functional neuroanatomical basis for the
proposed therapeutic process (Miller & Lindenfeld,
2017).
In contrast, rather extensive recent research efforts
are related to varied applications of binaural sound
such as allocating attention (Colzato, Barone,
Sellaro, & Hommel, 2017); enhancing long-term
memory (Garcia-Argibay, Santed, & Reales, 2017);
synchronization of working memory (Beauchene,
108 | www.neuroregulation.org

Abaid, Moran, Diana, & Leonessa, 2017); assisting
older patients with depression (Sung et al., 2017);
patients undergoing general anesthesia (Flanagan &
Kerin, 2017); Parkinson's Disease (Gálvez, Recuero,
Canuet, & Del-Pozo, 2017); relapse prevention
(Sewak & Spielholz, 2018); and reducing
preoperative anxiety in dentistry (Isik, Esen,
Büyükerkmen, Kilinç, & Menziletoglu, 2017).

Therapeutic Strategies
The current use of counteractive procedures in the
treatment of PTSD includes extinction (Helpman et
al., 2016) and cognitive-behavioral strategies
(Monson & Shnaider, 2014). These procedures are
designed to prevent symptom arousal by arranging
for a more desired state of mind to emerge as an
outcome; similar interventions would include the
teaching of relaxation skills to counteract anxiety
(Dahlgaard et al., 2019).
Another therapeutic
strategy would include the cultivation of positive
rational thoughts to counter automatic depressive or
anxious ones (Agbu, 2015).
Extinction Methods
Extinction methods are suppressive (Dunsmoor, Niv,
Daw, & Phelps, 2015). They compete against
unwanted learning by building up preferred learning
and reactions intended to override and suppress the
adverse response (Gieselmann et al., 2019).
Furthermore, extinction is imperfect, and while some
emotional responses may weaken and discontinue,
other less desirable emotions are evoked or
triggered due to unforeseen circumstances (Pfitzer,
2008). The suggestion here is that deletion or
elimination of the original implicit memory did not
occur as intended. Maren and Holmes (2016) and
Widholm (2010) found that extinction methods have
a very high relapse rate in the treatment of addiction
indicating that, while the neuronal circuits may
become dormant for new learning, they retain their
sensitized or potentiated state; once reactivated, old
urges (memories) emerge with their former strength.
Biofeedback and Neurofeedback-based
Interventions for PTSD
Biofeedback and neurofeedback are client-centered
and empirical data-driven approaches. Feedback
informs and empowers the client. Transparency of
the procedures allows skeptical patients to observe
for themselves what is happening in their brain and
body during a session, and to evaluate the
trustworthiness of the process and the practitioner
quickly.
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Biofeedback researchers established an association
between chronic sympathetic hyperarousal from
posttraumatic stress and cardiovascular disease risk
(Buckley & Kaloupek, 2001; Kibler, 2009), especially
among veterans diagnosed with PTSD (Orr et al.,
2000; Orr, Meyerhoff, Edwards, & Pitman, 1998).
Persistently elevated heart rate and attenuated heart
rate variability in response to chronic and situational
stress was predictive of postdeployment PTSD
(Nagpal, Gleichauf, & Ginsberg, 2013; Chalmers,
Quintana, Abbott, & Kemp, 2014; Dennis et al.,
2016; Pyne et al., 2016).
Such alarming findings prompted biofeedback
scientists and practitioners to begin using heart rate
variability coherence training among traumatized
veterans to help them learn balancing of
sympathetic and parasympathetic activity (Lake,
2015; Lande, Williams, Francis, Gragnani, & Morin,
2010; Tan, Dao, Farmer, Sutherland, & Gervitz,
2011; Tan, Wang, & Ginsberg, 2013; Wahbeh &
Oken, 2013; White et al., 2017).
Breathing
retraining techniques were incorporated as a
treatment adjunct to aid in the reduction of PTSD
symptoms (Polak, Witteveen, Denys, & Olff, 2015).
Despite the very promising findings of various
individual
studies,
biofeedback
was
not
recommended for management of posttraumatic
stress in the VA or Department of Defense (DOD;
Psychological Health Center of Excellence, 2018),
having failed to meet the “burden of evidence”
required by most VA/DOD publications. A seminal
study published by Peniston and Kulkosky (1989)
demonstrated that a combination of biofeedback and
neurofeedback gives veterans a substantially better
outcome than treatment-as-usual in a residential
addiction treatment setting. Working with veterans
at a VA facility in Colorado, Peniston and Kulkosky
used techniques developed by Elmer Greene
(Greene & Greene, 1977) to access luminal states of
awareness. In addition to treatment-as-usual such
as 12-step programs, individual psychotherapy,
medication management, and milieu therapy, an
experimental group received biofeedback training
which included hand-warming, autogenic exercises,
and progressive muscle relaxation to lower
autonomic arousal.
They then underwent 30
consecutive daily individual sessions of alpha-theta
neurofeedback
where
reinforcing
amplitude
increases in alpha and theta and inhibiting
subconscious states where memories and
associated emotions are stored, bringing them to
conscious awareness. The results were remarkable.
Compared
with
treatment-as-usual
controls,
veterans in the experimental condition had
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abstinence rates as high as 70%, and these results
were maintained at a follow-up.
Peniston and Kulkosky (1991) turned their attention
to Vietnam veterans with combat PTSD. They
recruited 29 Vietnam veterans suffering from chronic
war-related PTSD, including frequent anxietyevoking nightmares and flashbacks. In comparison
to 14 control group participants who received
psychotropic
medications
including
tricyclic
antidepressants, antipsychotics, and anxiolytics, the
15 experimental group participants received
biofeedback training to reduce sympathetic arousal,
followed
by
30
sessions
of
alpha-theta
neurofeedback, each session lasting 30 min. Some
veterans experienced strong emotional reactions
during the alpha-theta sessions, supported and
encouraged through the session by Dr. Kulkosky.
By the end of treatment, outcome measures showed
significant symptom reduction, consistent with
patient reports. At a 30-month follow-up, all the
control participants who received medication
treatment alone had experienced a recurrence of
PTSD symptoms, whereas only 20% (3 of 15) of the
experimental participants reported a recurrence of
PTSD symptoms.
The alpha-theta protocol was tested in dually
diagnosed veterans having PTS with addiction by
Peniston, Marrinan, Deming, and Kulkosky (1993).
Peniston et al. (1993) reported that alpha-theta
brainwave training significantly reduced anxietyprovoking nightmares, flashbacks, cravings, and
urges.
Only 20% of veterans (4 of 20) who
underwent the alpha-theta protocol reported relapse
of alcohol or substance use. Many participants
reported that traumatic recollections no longer
elicited anxiety. The alpha-theta protocol has since
been well replicated in several residential addictions’
programs throughout North America (Moore et al.,
2000).
In the millennium, researchers continue to replicate
Peniston and Kulkosky’s basic findings with slight
modifications in methodology in veteran and military
samples.
As part of a military-related stress
reduction program, Putnam (2000) showed a
relaxation induction video followed by one-channel
alpha and low beta amplitude enhancement training
at site Pz using visual feedback in a sample of 77
Army reservists. He found that increases in alpha
amplitude eyes-open training was associated with
reports of increases in energy level, positive mood,
reduced arousal, and, in some cases, reduced
vigilance.
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In a doctoral dissertation, Smith (2008) studied 10
military veterans with PTSD-induced depression and
decreased levels of attention. After 30 sessions of
neurofeedback alpha-theta training, all participants
showed a significant reduction in PTSD and
depression symptoms and an increase in attention
levels. In the aftermath of Operations Iraqi Freedom
and Enduring Freedom, mental health researchers
in the middle east have replicated the Alpha-Theta
protocol with traumatized soldiers (Noohi, Miraghaie,
Arabi, & Nooripour, 2017; Rastegar, Dolatshahi, &
Dogahe, 2016).
Using low-resolution electromagnetic tomography
(LORETA) z-score training, Foster and Thatcher
(2015) reported on the results of the first 16 veterans
from an ongoing study of combat veterans with
comorbid PTSD and mTBI. Training multiple neural
networks implicated in PTS, they reported
normalization of the affected networks together with
rapid resolution of PTSD symptoms, using protocols
customized to the individual aspects and needs of
the veteran.
These studies suggest that, regardless of the
specific method used, positive outcomes in PTSD
are likely using a combination of biofeedback and
neurofeedback—each approach complementing the
other. The primary limitations of biofeedback and
neurofeedback are cost and time. The cost of
training, equipment, staff, and malpractice insurance
can be daunting. Most insurance plans do not yet
recognize neurofeedback as a cost-effective
intervention; most patients must pay out of pocket
for services. Despite the invaluable information that
they provide, qEEG brain maps are relatively
expensive, and it may not be practical to use qEEG
or neurofeedback as a first-tier treatment approach.
Even when delivered by an experienced and highly
skilled practitioner, a minimum of 10 to 20
neurofeedback sessions are necessary before the
client consistently experiences positive changes. All
neurofeedback practitioners have to deal with the
frustrating reality of no-shows and dropouts. The
practitioner is under a great deal of pressure to
deliver results rapidly, lest impatient clients give up
prematurely because progress is taking too long and
perceived as too costly. The problem is further
magnified in the case of the veteran with PTSD or
combined PTSD/TBI with low frustration tolerance,
impulsivity, avoidance tendencies, and a high
threshold for developing trust.
Rapid remediation of combat-incurred PTSD reengages the prefrontal cortex the center for
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reasoning, planning, and understanding and
establishes the essential trust that motivates the
veteran to continue in their biofeedback and
neurofeedback treatments. Suffice it to say that
following remediation of PTSD symptoms, the
veteran’s brain still needs a rebalancing of normal
asymmetry
and
stabilization/regulation
of
thalamocortical, limbic, and brainstem circuits. The
veteran’s autonomic nervous system must be
rebalanced in terms of healthy levels of sympathetic
versus parasympathetic arousal. He or she needs
to learn readily-usable strategies for managing
bodily reactions to stress and sustaining therapeutic
gains.
Integration of the remediated traumatic
memory into one’s personal identity to derive new
meaning allows a new sense of purpose and future,
as opposed to being stuck in the moment.
Biofeedback and neurofeedback have essential
roles to play in the long-term therapeutic process.
BAUD Biofeedback Device
In line with the above objective, we have adopted
the Bio-Acoustical Utilization Device (BAUD) as the
vehicle through which to provide the binaural sound
effect (Lawlis, 2006). The BAUD is a handheld,
battery-powered device and was FDA approved as a
class 2 accessory medical device (Biofeedback
device 21 CFR 882.5050) in 2006. The FDA
approval is for use in relaxation and stress
reduction. The BAUD provides sound through a set
of headphones. It has independent volume controls
for the left and right ears. It also has a tone
(frequency) knob to adjust the sound frequency as
well as a "disrupter" adjustment (offset) knob which
produces a sound in the left ear that is slightly
different than that provided in the right ear. The
frequency knob ranges from 30 to 360 Hz (square
wave), heard initially in both ears but later in the
right ear. The disruptor knob adds an offset ranging
from 0 to 20 Hz, heard in the left ear (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. BAUD and varied setting dials.
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BAUD therapy based upon Lawlis’s basic principles
has been available worldwide, and the BAUD
protocol was founded on his perception that:
The underlying acoustical physics entrain the
general EEG ranges by creating a third tone
from the interference ratios between the two
frequencies. It is thus purported to influence
brain functioning at the unconscious level and
perceived emotional functioning at the conscious
level (Lawlis, 2010, p. 3).
“We now know that PTSD is often the result of a
physical injury to the brain” (Lawlis, 2011, p. 13–14).
Advances in neuroscience have provided greater
clarity related to entrainment and brain damage
involvement within the PTSD context.
RESET
Therapy has integrated these updated findings,
consequently leading to our understanding that
RESET Therapy is a transformative rather than an
entrainment process. Furthermore, while injury to
the brain may be concurrent to PTSD among our
returning veterans, it is no longer seen as being
among the causative factors. Instead, TBI and
PTSD are recognized as “signature wounds of war”
among those deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq
(Tanielian & Jaycox, 2008). Thus, we have come to
perceive of RESET Therapy as a further modification
and scientifically-based advancement of Lawlis’s
foundational work with the BAUD.
RESET Versus BAUD
RESET Therapy is the treatment process utilizing
the BAUD which interferes with targeted trauma
memories. Through the specialized use of binaural
sound, the intervention blocks the restoration of
trauma material after it is selectively lit up in the
emotional part of the brain through the patient’s
intentional focus. We use the term “target” in
RESET Therapy and suggest that we are going to
turn off the “switch” in the brain that produces the
PTSD symptoms (Lindenfeld & Rozelle, 2015).
Specifics that differentiate RESET from BAUD
Therapy include
(a) Patient preparation based on information
related to memory consolidation/reconsolidation
factors. The patient is taught that the memory
aspect of trauma is the primary problem that
perpetuates PTSD, not the traumatic incident
itself.
Significant recent changes in our
understanding of how long-term memory is
established and maintained are shared with the
treatment participant;
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(b) Patient’s sole focus directed towards
activating sensory aspects of traumatic
experiences. Coaching is next provided in the
identification and targeting of physiological
sensations as a primer to the activation of critical
emotional circuits;
(c) Targeting varied sensitized brain circuitry
beyond trauma circuitry for remediation
purposes such as that of unresolved grief;
(d) Informing the participant of a 5-hour
vulnerability period following the resetting of
cortical circuitry. Therapeutically, the veteran is
advised
to
maintain
a
stress-reduced
environment for the stated period. Through
following the prescribed procedure, we
accomplish Joseph LeDoux’s objective of
reshaping memory but without the use of drugs
or invasive procedures (Bergstein, 2014).
Brain Map EEG Alterations. We find that when
neuronal RESET occurs, survival reactions to
trauma based on instinct reassume a secondary
position within the context of earlier experienced
traumatic events.
Support for the “shifting”
perspective is present in a recent study of acute
stress-related disorders wherein the authors found
selective enhancement of threatening variables as
well as an apparent decoupling between the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the amygdala (Luo
et al., 2018). Further support for the position is
present in a unique 2017 study that investigated
EEG brain map alterations in arousal and reactivity
in combat-veterans with PTSD. Bangel, Buschbach,
Smit, Mazaheri, and Olff (2017) hypothesized that
PTSD-afflicted individuals appear to be highly
sensitive to subconscious auditory changes in sound
patterns. The authors suggest that PTSD-involved
individuals are susceptible due to primary survival
mechanisms that place executive functioning in an
inferior secondary position.
The above finding supports our perspective of
sensitivity to sound and frequency variables that
appear to be related to trauma effects that produce a
“bottom-up” shift in attention. Some perceive the
reaction as being a maladaptive alteration in the
neuronal network, which in theory we support. We
also view such a shift as being related to survival
purposes rather than higher thinking processes
(Schmidt, Belopolsky, & Theeuwes, 2015).
Reptilian Brain. Rosenthal (2015) refers to the
Triune Brain model, introduced by neuroscientist
Paul D. MacLean, explaining the primitive aspect of
the reptilian brain stem which assumes control in
traumatic experience(s).
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The reptilian brain takes control, shifting the
body into reactive mode. Shutting down all nonessential body and mind processes, the brain
stem orchestrates survival mode. During this
time the sympathetic nervous system increases
stress hormones and prepares the body to fight,
flee or freeze…for those 20 percent of trauma
survivors who go on to develop symptoms of
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)—an
unmitigated experience of anxiety related to past
trauma—the shift from reactive to responsive
mode never occurs. Instead, the reptilian brain,
primed to threat and supported by dysregulated
activity in significant brain structures, holds the
survivor in a constant reactive state (p. 2).

Methods
Our 54-year-old, three-times-married male, Special
Forces veteran (MED) attained 32 years of active
service as well as 84 months of combat-involved
engagements. He agreed to participate in the case
study regarding family violence issues to potentially
assist other service members with similar difficulties.
MED’s primary objective was to alter the
deteriorating family situation in which he was
currently involved.
He had previously been
diagnosed with PTSD, social anxiety disorder, and
depressive mood disorder. He was facing felony
charges in a state judicial court due to intimate
partner violence. Consequent to his legal matters,
he was court-ordered to leave home with limited
visits established between himself and his two
young children. He was to avoid all contact with his
wife. The events leading up to his consideration for
participation in RESET Therapy included a suicidal
near-miss as well as a family violence incident that
in his mind was directly linked to his PTSD condition.
To protect both his family as well as his identity,
details related to these matters will remain protected.
Our investigation protocol was approved by the
research ethics committee of The QuietMind
Foundation of Pennsylvania which is registered with
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS), Office for Human Research Protections
(OHRP), IORG 0004684 and IRB 0005585.
Following a diagnostic intake with the primary
investigator (Lindenfeld), MED underwent the
following sequence within the context of his
evaluative and treatment process. He provided
documentation indicating an honorable discharge
from military service. Additionally, he was provided
with a consent form for participation and
acknowledged that while his identity would be
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protected, results emanating from his treatment
would possibly be used in research articles.
The sequence of his participation for which results
are
provided
included
(a)
psychometric
assessments: Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale
for DSM-5 (CAPS-5) and Personal Assessment of
Intimacy in Relationship Scale (PAIR); (b) brain
mapping in the form of surface qEEG and LORETA
anaylsis; (c) four RESET Therapy treatment
sessions; (d) post-treatment reassessment (repeat
CAPS-5 and PAIR; repeat qEEG) and debriefing.
The present study hypothesis is straightforward.
Within four treatment sessions of RESET Therapy,
MED will demonstrate (1) significant reduction of
PTSD symptoms as indicated in his CAPS-5 scores,
and (2) qEEG changes that reflect improvement
toward normalization.
Psychometric Assessments
Clinician-administered PTSD Scale for DSM-5
(CAPS-5). The CAPS-5 is the gold standard in
PTSD assessment used by clinicians and clinical
researchers at both the VA and DOD who have a
working knowledge of PTSD. The full interview
takes 45 to 60 minutes to assess 20 DSM-5 PTSD
symptoms. The CAPS-5 requires the identification
of a single index trauma to serve as the basis for
symptom inquiry. The selected trauma is also
utilized within the treatment context to serve as the
initial target for frequency and binaural sound offset
setting. The questions in the scale target the onset
and duration of symptoms, subjective distress,
impact of symptoms on occupational and social and
functioning, improvement in symptoms since a
previous administration, overall response validity,
and overall PTSD severity. For each symptom,
standardized questions and probes are provided.
Scores on the instrument are based on a possible
total of 80 points (Weathers et al., 2013). Cutoff
scores between 31 and 33 are considered to be
optimal for the effective diagnosis of PTSD (Bovin et
al., 2016). Scores are derived by combining the
frequency and intensity of a particular item into a
single severity rating. Each item in the scale is
combined to represent intensity scores ranging from
0 (Absent) to 4 (Extreme). A severity score at 2 or
above on a particular item suggests clinical
significance.
Personal Assessment of Intimacy in Relationship
Scale (PAIR). Schaefer and Olsen (1981) created
the Personal Assessment of Intimacy Scale (PAIR).
The primary focus of the scale is to describe the
partner relationship regarding how each currently
perceives it.
Permission was sought from the
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authors and approved for the use of the scale to
determine pretreatment versus posttreatment
changes in a specified individual related to intimacy
issues.
The five types of intimacy utilized in the above
scales are (a) Emotional Intimacy, experiencing a
closeness of feeling with others; (b) Social Intimacy,
having common trends and similarities in social
networks; (c) Intellectual Intimacy, the experience of
sharing ideas; (d) Sexual Intimacy, the experience of
sharing general affection and/or sexual activity; and
(e) Recreational Intimacy, the sharing experience of
interest in hobbies such as mutual participation in
sporting events. The PAIR instrument does not
have cutoff scores, although average scores are
expected to be around the mean. The higher the
score on each variable, the more likely that a
positive outcome on that variable will be more
forthcoming (Schaefer & Olson, 1981).
Brain Mapping
Surface qEEG. A qEEG is a painless and relatively
noninvasive experience. A cap with 19 electrodes is
placed on the scalp with two additional linked
references placed on the earlobes. A conductive
paste is inserted into 19 openings in the cap to
ensure a proper connection with the scalp. Each
electrode records brain electrical activity in a
different region of the scalp, which is a good
approximation of activity in the underlying neocortex.
The patient is asked to follow standard procedures
such as to sit quietly and still, with eyes closed or
open, and to reduce eye movement. For RESET
cases, the patient may be asked to imagine an
emotionally disturbing triggering event during the
recording.
The results of the spectral analysis are displayed in
color-coded topographic maps. The reported qEEG
was based upon at least 60 seconds of edited raw
EEG data for each testing condition. Analysis of
edited raw EEG data is matched for age, gender,
and handedness (Kaiser, 2006).
qEEG brain
electrical activity was recorded with a 19-channel
Electro-Cap (Electro-Cap International, Inc., Eaton,
OH), using the 10-20 International Electrode
Placement System referenced to linked ears, on a
Brainmaster Discovery 24E amplifier (BrainMaster
Technologies, Inc., Bedford, OH) with the DC Offset
reduced to less than 30 millivolts. The sampling rate
was 256 samples per second.
No activation
procedures were used. The raw recording was
digitized for data storage and analysis and later
manually edited to reduce artifact (eye movement,
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EMG, body movement, etc.) and subjected to
quantitative spectral analysis.
For purposes of analysis, the raw data were
imported into NeuroGuide Deluxe software (Applied
Neuroscience, Inc., Largo, FL). Signal amplification
and processing were accomplished with an eyesclosed resting EEG (default state) recorded for 5 min
as a pretreatment baseline. Next, with eyes closed,
the veteran was asked to focus attention upon the
selected combat-related trauma utilized as a target
for the CAPS-5 interview. The recommended state
replicates the “activate the target” component of the
RESET procedure. Hence, an eyes-closed baseline
(default state) and an eyes-closed trigger condition
(trauma network activation) were obtained for
utilization as a pretreatment baseline.
Low-Resolution
Brain
Electromagnetic
Tomography (LORETA). Pascual-Marqui et al.
(2011) published reliable research support about a
new mathematically based method of analyzing
electric neuronal activity (EEG) distributions. Lowresolution
brain
electromagnetic
tomography
(LORETA) uses a mathematical inverse solution to
determine the relative activity of various regions in
the brain using surface electrodes (Thatcher, North,
& Biver, 2005). In contrast to surface qEEG, the
LORETA method estimates current source densities
at deeper cortical levels using 19 channels of EEG
data.
Advanced source-correlation software is
utilized permitting deep brain structures to become
visible in the form of a 3D display (Thatcher, 2011).
The validation of the procedure permits functional
localization, but, more importantly, it provides the
methodology to assess dynamic functional
connectivity.
Todder et al. (2012) sought to identify and
differentiate changes in brain structure between
those with PTSD from those without the condition.
Statistically significant findings in the theta band
range (4–7 Hz) thought to represent the activity of
the limbic system was noted. Specific regions of the
brain identified among the PTSD group as compared
to the non-PTSD group included the right and left
frontal lobes regions as well as the right temporal
lobe.
Cannon et al. (2012) ascertained the validity and
reliability of the qEEG over 30 days. Results were
good to very good with comparative LORETA
calculations at 1 Hz. Across time reveal robust
similarity. Data analysis found good to excellent
reproducibility of qEEG measures and LORETA.
Cannon, Lubar, Thornton, Wilson, and Congeto
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(2004) utilized LORETA to explore the effects of
anger in the limbic region of the brain as well as to
identify the primary EEG frequencies produced by
emotional activation. The participants were asked to
elicit memories of anger and to maintain it during the
measurement period.
Significant differences
between the baseline and anger conditions in both
frontal and limbic regions supported the perspective
that effective memory recollection could be captured
for comparative purposes between varied PTSD and
non-PTSD groups.
An interesting difference
observed was that in some cases, the amygdala and
uncinate gyrus was activated by beta frequencies
(12–32 Hz). The identified hemispheric asymmetries
produced by the above research lend support
related to the apparent lateralization of hemispheric
activity during to affective reactivity.
RESET Therapy Protocol
The RESET Therapy protocol is copyright-protected
and, as stated, utilizes the commercially available
BAUD instrument for producing binaural beats.
Those practitioners who perform RESET must be
appropriately trained.
Although the protocol is
described in sufficient detail to allow independent
replication, there are nuances as well as caveats
that can be learned only by hands-on instruction,
observation, and practicum.
That training is
currently available through the RESET Therapy
Professional Institute, LLC.
Guidelines.
RESET:

Before starting each session of

(1) Dispense with the words Think and Feel.
Remove them from your vocabulary. These
words are evaluative and will engage the left
hemisphere. Our goal is, as much as possible,
to minimize the involvement of the left
hemisphere,
and
shift
into
right-brain
experiential processing (sensory focus on
pictures, sounds, odors, tastes, and bodily
sensations). The right brain can respond with
single words (e.g., Yes, No) without much
conscious evaluation.
(2) Use the words You and I. Dispense with the
words We or Us.
(3) Use the patient’s own words (descriptions of
sensations) rather than your words.
The
meaning of words can be easily misconstrued,
so it is best to reiterate their words (e.g. the
flicker/tightness in your chest, the lump in your
throat, etc.)
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(4) Closely observe the patient’s behavior for
signs of shifts in arousal, both during the tuningin phases and during the actual exposure trials.
(5) Keep talking to a minimum.
(6) When first working with a new patient,
choose a memory with a Subjective Unit of
Distress Scale (SUDS; Kaplan, Smith, & Coons,
1995) rating of about a 6 or 7, based on a 10point range (10 most intense) rather than a
higher SUDS memory.
(7) Before doing your first RESET session, get
familiar with the technique of ideomotor
signaling. Ideomotor signaling was effectively
used in medical hypnosis by LeCron (1964). It
is a form of nonverbal communication, akin to
nodding the head Yes, turning the head from
side to side No, or shrugging the shoulders with
I don’t know. Patients are taught how to allow
the subconscious mind to signal a response,
while the patient is simultaneously and intensely
focusing attention upon his or her subjective
sensory/bodily experiencing and the sound of
the tone.
(8) Phase 1 of the RESET assessment phase
involves having the patient activate or “light up
the target” from the present adult perspective
(looking back at the disturbing memory). We
can anticipate that the patient will start in a
relaxed state with eyes closed (alpha) but will
rapidly shift to a state of negative arousal once
the bodily sensations resonate with the BAUD
frequency tone being adjusted by the therapist.
(9) Phase 2 of the RESET assessment phase
invites the patient’s subconscious mind to
become involved by engaging a child-like
perspective. The dominant EEG rhythm in
children is theta, which is associated with
daydreaming, fantasy, and creativity. Theta is
also the frequency in the adult where
subconscious memory and emotion can be most
readily accessed.
We seek to engage
subcortical areas as well as the right cerebral
hemisphere, to process sensory and perceptual
experience associated with the memory of the
traumatic event(s). The subconscious mind is
very literal and concrete, child-like in many
aspects. When we fine-tune the BAUD settings
while the client is accessing an unembellished
state of awareness, we obtain the best results.
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(10) If the patient is having difficulty zeroing in a
key memory, ask him or her to remember back
to a time when things were “normal” or trouble
free. Then ask at what point things began to
change (a specific stressor or series of
stressors). Hence, ask the patient to go back
chronologically through the emergence of the
trauma.
If the patient is dissociated (has
difficulty identifying bodily sensations), use a
lower intensity target.
If dissociative, the
therapist may have to do a couple of Eye
Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing
(EMDR) sessions first.
RESET Therapy with MED
Clarification was provided in detail to MED that it
was necessary to light up the target in the emotional
region (limbic system) of the brain. He was informed
that the sensory aspects of a selected trauma
experience need to be activated rather than merely
thinking about it. The veteran was told that the best
way to create the experience was to imagine being
in the experience fully and entirely by bringing in all
the involved senses and thoughts that were present
at the time of the experience, including sight, sound,
smell, and skin sensation.
An explanation was provided about the SUDS,
utilized in the study ranged from a level of 0 to 10, to
determine the subjective level of intensity of the
targeted trauma. MED identified an intensity score
at the most exhaustive point during the period of
imagery and then again following the treatment
intervention. The therapist observed and monitored
physiological reactivity, including facial expression,
respiration rate, and muscle tension.
Treatment Summary.
MED completed his
treatment involvement following three RESET
Therapy sessions perceiving that all his traumarelated symptoms remediated.
He
was
consequently able to provide clarity related to many
associated triggers that had considerably weakened
his ability to contain his rage and anger. He
described these triggers as follows:
[The first event was when] I conducted a
battlefield assessment for what was known as
the “Highway of Death”—Highway 80 between
Kuwait and Iraq. During that event, I witnessed
burnt and charred bodies in different states of
decay that left a lasting negative impression on
me. I lost my faith in religion, and, quite frankly,
I lost a lot of faith in mankind.
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The second event occurred on the job in Iraq in
2007 where we did a “sensitive site exploitation”
related to an attack by around 500 insurgents on
a special forces team where an estimated 350 to
400 attackers were killed.
The amount of
destruction put on those individuals was rather
grotesque. Large caliber Gatlin Gun bullets and
explosive bombs/missiles were used that pretty
much ripped those guys apart. The two events
were similar. The only difference was that the
bodies were much fresher than the ones I’d
seen earlier.
The third event was the loss of a good friend
during the invasion of Afghanistan. I went
through the Special Forces selection with him,
including the Forces qualification course. We
went to the same Special Forces group and
maintained a close relationship. His loss hit me
pretty hard, and it was one of those things that
stuck with me. Not being able to see him again,
hear him and wishing I could be with him. The
level of friendship between us was very close. It
was a significant loss.
In his first 5-min trial RESET Therapy treatment,
MED recalled that when the sound frequency
reached a certain level:
My body tensed up to a point where it felt like a
muscle spasm. One-third of the way through it, I
had an internal dialogue—stop trying to control
everything. I experienced a pulsing from inside
to the back of my head and then tingling through
the rest of my body. My right leg jumped a
couple of times. At first, I rated the level at a 6/7
on a 10-point scale. After the 5-min trial, it was
at a 0. I can’t bring it up right now (MED,
personal communication, March 15, 2018).
Before his second treatment, MED shared that he
usually tries to avoid trigger situations:
I was curious about how the treatment took, so I
tested it at home with stuff from Desert Storm
and Iraq. I imagined seeing dead guys. Also,
the smell of barbeque would trigger me. I
couldn’t put myself into it.
My sleep was
different because I got a good and deep rest. A
court veteran employee who also went through
the program testified, and the judge reduced my
charges to a misdemeanor. I was also able to
move back into the home because my wife
testified that I was no longer a danger to her.
I’m now back in the house with my wife and kids
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(MED, personal communication, March 27,
2018).
At his third and final treatment visit, MED reported
that his wife was no longer drinking, and he was
feeling great. He was told to focus on the loss of his
close friend in a treatment tweak that I have called,
“talking to your dead buddies(s).” He reported the
following:

Therapy treatments. Following his brief treatment,
he no longer met the criteria for the PTSD diagnosis.
We may thus assume that his trauma-initiated
behavior has reverted (remediated) to a homeostatic
level permitting a full range of effective expression
as compared to a prior restricted range based
primarily on survival needs.

When Doc asked me to be with my dead
buddies, in my mind, I thought, “oh great, I’m
going to be a seance kind of thing.” I thought,
“you know what—I’ll try anything at this point.” It
turned into a unique experience. I started in the
aftermath of the event of his loss. I went into
sadness at what it meant, but then transitioned
into a conversation with my buddy. He’s funny,
and he laughed about his death. If he could
laugh about his death, then I shouldn’t be so
sad. He told me he’s in a good place. I hugged
him. Seeing his face again, I could feel happy
tears on my face. I let go of a lot of suppressed
emotion. I don’t feel I have to lock everything in
anymore because I’ve released the poison. I’m
now at a 0 on the skepticism scale.
By the time we finished the third treatment, I had
decided that Doc George was on to something.
There’s no question that my life has finally
changed, all for the better. P.S. I completed my
homework assignment with flying colors by
watching “Twelve Strong,” a film about Special
Forces from my time. I actually enjoyed it!
(MED, personal communication, April 16, 2018).

Results
CAPS-5 Results
MED’s pretreatment CAPS-5 score of 58, as seen in
Figure 2, was well within the range expected for
those who are diagnosed with PTSD. In contrast,
his posttreatment CAPS-5 scores dropped
significantly to 5 following three 20-min RESET
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Figure 2. MED’s Pre- and posttreatment CAPS-5 scores.
The blue bar represents MED’s pretreatment score, while
the orange bar is the posttreatment status perspective.

PAIR Results
MED’s PAIR results, as noted in Figure 3, reveal a
significant shift in relationship interest and
participation, with higher posttreatment scores
relative to pretreatment scores, on all measured
variables. By far, the most dramatic change is
evident on the Sexual variable with a pretreatment
score of 20 changing to a posttreatment score of 92.
His transformative changes across many measured
variables are supportive of his verbal report of his
change in the ability to express positive emotions
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Figure 3. MED’s Pre-& Post Personal Assessment of Intimacy in Relationship Score.
The blue bars represent pre-treatment, while the orange bars are post-treatment scores.

Surface qEEG Results
Resting Baseline.
As displayed in Figures 4
through 7, the z-score values for the absolute and
relative power are represented by a color palette.
The green colors represents ±1.0 z-scores and
corresponds to the middle 68% of the observed
population and considered within the average,
z-score values greater than 1.0 (yellow/orange) or
less than −1.0 (light blue) represent dysregulated
brain frequencies, and z-score values greater than
3.0 (red) or less than −3.0 (dark blue) represent very
dysregulated brain frequencies. For asymmetry,
coherence, and phase measures, the z-score values
are represented by red or blue lines, with red
indicating above average (i.e., hyper) and blue
below average (i.e., hypo) values.

and recall of negative experiences. Posttesting
results revealed the left side to have normalized
quite well, with the right-side slowing more visible.
The finding of improved qEEG following three
RESET Therapy sessions suggests that much of his
pretreatment condition was likely due to residual
trauma effects.

MED’s pretreatment eyes-closed resting baseline
findings revealed absolute power measures with
elevations in delta (1–4 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) as
well as in the bilateral frontal, temporal, and parietal
regions. Alpha, beta, and high beta showed left
frontal focal dysregulation. Increased delta and
theta levels suggested a state of under arousal while
at rest.
There was global hypocoherence in all frequency
bands, especially in delta, with a corresponding
phase lag. These indicators represent a neuronal
disconnect suggesting white matter damage. On
pretesting, the left side showed the most substantial
deviation from normal. The right side showed
slowing, but the left overshadowed it. The left side
of BA 9 is involved in attention to negative emotion
117 | www.neuroregulation.org

Figure 4. MED eyes-closed resting baseline
pretreatment.
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reveal an atypical yet significant treatment effect.

The posttreatment
qEEG
results provides
tentative
Figure
2. MED
Trauma
Recall
Pre-and Po
support to our position that the afflicted PTSD
neuronal network has reverted to a pretrauma
homeostatic setting.

PRE RESET

Figure
5.
Eyes-closed
posttreatment.

resting

baseline

Trauma Recall: A second 5-min pretreatment
recording (Figure 6) was then repeated with MED
focused on activating combat-related trauma
experiences which presented primarily in the theta
range (Dunkley et al., 2015). Elevations that are
similar have been found to serve as a protective
disengagement mechanism for the veteran.
Simultaneously, bilateral frontal lobe dysregulation
also was present in the theta pattern suggesting
disinhibition of impulse control. Within the assigned
task, he visually appeared to be more agitated with
increased and shallow thoracic breathing, facial
grimacing, and notable muscle tension.

Figure 2. MED Trauma Recall Pre-and Post-Treatment.
PRE RESET

Figure 6. MED trauma recall pretreatment.

POST RESET

zzzzzzzzzz

Trauma activation posttreatment qEEG (Figure 7)
revealed a significant reduction in the excess delta,
and normalization of theta, alpha, beta, and high
beta. Coherence and phase were slightly improved.
He visually appeared to be more relaxed with
normative breathing evidence. A previously unseen
elevation (red area) is evidenced in the delta, right
prefrontal region suggesting activation of a region of
the brain that engages in impulse control as well as
social involvement.
The initial enhancement of activation will likely
subside over time as MED adjusts to his new
persona. The effect will be further explored within
the context of a one-year follow-up re-evaluation. It
thus appears that his recorded qEEG changes

zzzzzzzzzz
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Figure 7. MED trauma recall posttreatment.
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LORETA Results
As displayed in Figures 8 through 11, LORETA
results depict the CSD localization findings and
calculated cortical generators as found for the MRI
co-registered Talairach coordinates. The red in the
image indicates greater CSD amplitude at single
hertz frequencies as contrasted to the normative
sample.

MED’s areas of greatest dysregulation appear to be
Brodmann areas (BA); BA 9, 45, resting baseline
and in the trigger condition, making it difficult to
measure precise changes in these areas when
triggered by emotional memories. Frontal lobe
dysregulation would result in reduced executive
functioning, poor impulse inhibition, depression, and
poor sustainment of attention. BA 9 showed the
greatest dysregulation in the trigger condition with
excess 7 Hz and 28 Hz, showing the most significant
deviations (Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 8. MED trauma recall pretreatment LORETA slice 7 Hz.

Figure 9. MED trauma recall pretreatment LORETA slice at 28 Hz.

In the posttreatment LORETA data, shown in Figure
10, continual 7-Hz effects appear present in similar
areas including Brodmann area 9, the frontal lobe,
and superior frontal gyrus.
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In contrast, as evidenced in Figure 11, in the 28-Hz
frequency, all indicators are normative. As noted
earlier, the LORETA alteration occurred within the
context of three RESET Therapy sessions.
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Figure 10. MED trauma recall posttreatment LORETA slice at 7 Hz.

Figure 11. MED trauma recall posttreatment LORETA slice at 28 Hz.

Discussion
The experiential material later verbalized by the
veteran and former Special Forces member certainly
makes it understandable how he came to be
previously diagnosed with PTSD.
MED’s
pretreatment qEEG also helps us to recognize how
he sought to control the rage that was locked within
him
by
cortically
disengaging
from
the
unpleasantries that troubled him. Unfortunately, his
survival process also served to disinhibit his impulse
control abilities. Aside from how MED previously
functioned, the changes forthcoming from his
involvement with a brief intervention called RESET
Therapy appears to have altered his life back to one
of relative normality and sanity. We are striving to
bring RESET Therapy to the next level—a thorough
scientific research study, including a control group to
obtain scientific support for this noninvasive,
nonverbal transformative therapy.
We believe that the quest to finally end the ongoing
nightmare of PTSD for active service members,
veterans, first responders, and civilians who are
chronically afflicted with the PTS condition is a
120 | www.neuroregulation.org

worthy challenge to pursue. For our case study
purpose, we did not solicit a detailed history before
treatment other than to establish that there was
significant combat-related PTSD that occurred
through his military service. The specific content of
the PTSD was irrelevant to the RESET Therapy
approach as we have come to consider that for
many, the nature of PTSD is that the person cannot
fully recall details, tries to avoid remembering
emotionally charged events, and has trouble fully
articulating events.
Based upon previous fMRI and qEEG studies of
PTSD, we hypothesized that brain mapping (surface
qEEG & LORETA) would capture the anticipated
changes forthcoming from the RESET Therapy
intervention. For example, we postulated that the
PTSD condition would include overactivation of the
limbic system and underactivation of the medial
frontal lobe and Broca’s speech area.
We also hypothesized that there would be left and
right temporal focal dysregulation present. Baseline
measures matched our expectations regarding the
neuronal pattern of PTSD hypotheses. We believe
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that silently activating and consequently recalling
trauma events assisted in triggering and, therefore,
fully capturing the pretreatment brain map findings.
It is important to note that pre- and posttreatment
qEEGs were recorded with the same imaginal
exposure to a specifically referenced combatincurred trauma.
Additionally, the data was
recorded at the same time of day. As found in
Figure 7 (trauma recall posttreatment), MED’s brain
map revealed significant normalization of the qEEG
in the regions of interest related to PTSD.

From a broader perspective, the neuronal pattern of
PTSD appears to be a valid prognostic indicator that
captures the varied effects of the PTSD and trauma
condition using surface qEEG, LORETA, and
psychometric measurements such as the CAPS-5.
Further inquiry into the impact that binaural sound
may have on the DMN is also a ripe area for further
investigation. Finally, utilization of the qEEG serves
as validation of change within brain circuitry as well
as providing further clarification of the possible
presence of underlying traumatic brain injury.

Conclusion
Based on our preliminary findings, we find initial
support for our hypothesis related to the systemic
aspect of PTSD, apparent neuroinflammatory
element, and memory component within the context
of the reconsolidation process. For example, the
rather dramatic changes seen on the qEEG results,
including LORETA, as well as CAPS-5 and PAIR
scores seem to substantiate that binaural sound
serves as a key to unlock and alter the emotional
aspects of long-term memory. Our results appear to
be consistent with other transformation-based
interventions. While our sample size is limited, the
preliminary findings from our unique case study
provides objective as well as subjective evidence of
change in brain circuitry.

While not intending to overstate our findings, we
need to restate the critical need to find interventions
that offer the potential to fully remediate those who
continue to experience the residual and chronic
effects of combat and trauma incurred through their
service to our country. We as a country currently
lose 20 veterans a day to suicide; it is critical that we
do something better to serve those who served us.
It is plausible that RESET therapy could be utilized
to allow soldiers to recover from trauma-related
PTSD and return to work and remain productive
soldiers. Those who serve now, and who have
served previously, deserve no less.

Indeed, sound has been a universal means to
energize warriors to enter the fray of battle.
Paradoxically, it may also prove to be the means to
transform the warrior back to the socialized being
that existed before his or her engagement in military
life. Sound used for the healing of the soul and body
has long existed in numerous cultures throughout
time. Perhaps we will soon harness sound for
resetting the aberrant circuitry in the brain created
by the trauma exposure effect.
While our article is a single qEEG case study, we
would hope to explore the RESET phenomenon
further and to refine our procedures within the
context of a formal research study. The RESET
protocol shows initial promise for adding an
alternative noninvasive intervention for the treatment
of PTSD. Due to the rapidity of response to
treatment, we perceive that increased numbers of
afflicted individuals could be assisted in shorter
periods than our current traditional therapies.
Furthermore, due to its nonverbal aspect, it may
extend the viability of the trauma therapist’s
efficiency by shielding the practitioner from the
effects of secondary exposure.
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Limitations
The results of the provided three RESET Therapy
sessions require a final reassessment after a year
from the veteran’s last treatment date. Tracking
MED’s ongoing judicial status will provide another
way to determine if his interpersonal changes
remain intact. Additionally, alcohol abuse within the
family context appeared to be an aggravating factor
further weakening the husband–wife bond. The
above elements require ongoing monitoring over the
designated one-year re-evaluation period.
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